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	OpenStack is an open source software for building public and private clouds, born from

	Rackspace and NASA. It is now a global success and is developed and supported by scores

	of people around the globe and backed by some of the leading players in the cloud space

	today. This book is specifically designed to quickly help you get up to speed with OpenStack

	and give you the confidence and understanding to roll it out into your own datacenters. From

	test installations of OpenStack running under VirtualBox to recipes that help you move out

	to production environments, this book covers a wide range of topics that help you install and

	configure a private cloud.

	Over 100 recipes to successfully set up and manage your OpenStack cloud environments with complete coverage of Nova, Swift, Keystone, Glance, and Horizon

	
		Learn how to install and configure all the core components of OpenStack to run an environment that can be managed and operated just like AWS or Rackspace
	
		Master the complete private cloud stack from scaling out compute resources to managing swift services for highly redundant, highly available storage
	
		Practical, real world examples of each service are built upon in each chapter allowing you to progress with the confidence that they will work in your own environments



	In Detail


	OpenStack is an open Source cloud operating stack born from Rackspace and NASA which is now a global success, developed and supported by scores of people around the globe and backed by some of the leading players in the cloud space today.


	OpenStack Cloud Computing Cookbook will show you exactly how to install the components that are required to make up a private cloud environment. You will learn how to set up an environment that you manage, just as you would do with AWS or Rackspace.


	The Cookbook starts by configuring Nova (Compute) and Swift (Storage) in a safe, virtual environment that builds on through the book, to provisioning and managing OpenStack in the Datacenter.


	From Installing Nova in a Virtual Environment to installing OpenStack in the Datacenter, from understanding logging to securing your OpenStack environment, whatever level of experience or interest you have with OpenStack there are recipes that guide you through the journey. Installation steps cover Compute, Swift, Keystone, Nova Volumes, Glance and Horizon.


	OpenStack Cloud Computing Cookbook gives you clear step-by-step instructions to installing and running your own private cloud successfully. It is full of practical and applicable recipes that enable you to use the latest capabilities of OpenStack and implement them.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand, install and configure Nova, OpenStack's Cloud Compute resource
	
		Learn how to install Swift, how it operates—with practical recipes to troubleshooting and maintaining OpenStack's Object Storage service
	
		Configure Keystone, OpenStack's Identity Service which underpins the authentication of all OpenStack services
	
		Manage cloud computing images using the OpenStack Image Service, Glance
	
		Learn how to create custom Windows and Linux images for use in your private cloud environment
	
		Configure and install Horizon, the OpenStack Dashboard service for managing your cloud environment
	
		Learn how to secure your private cloud and the instances running on them
	
		Learn how to troubleshoot, monitor and deploy OpenStack environments beyond test environments and into real-world datacenters



	Approach


	A Cookbook full of practical and applicable recipes that will enable you to use the full capabilities of OpenStack like never before.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is aimed at system administrators and technical architects moving from a virtualized environment to cloud environments with familiarity of cloud computing platforms. Knowledge of virtualization and managing linux environments is expected.
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Open Government: Collaboration, Transparency, and Participation in PracticeO'Reilly, 2010

	
		In a world where web services can make real-time data accessible to anyone, how can the government leverage this openness to improve its operations and increase citizen participation and awareness? Through a collection of essays and case studies, leading visionaries and practitioners both inside and outside of government share their...
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Create Stunning HTML Email That Just WorksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	In the business world, on the other hand, people neither know about nor care about “HTML email”; they just want a nice-looking email newsletter that drives people to open it and read, click, or buy.


	This book is for web designers who are looking for a way to design and build effective HTML emails for their clients or...
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Software Studies: A Lexicon (Leonardo Books)MIT Press, 2008
This collection of short expository, critical, and speculative texts offers a field guide to the cultural, political, social, and aesthetic impact of software. Computing and digital media are essential to the way we work and live, and much has been said about their influence. But the very material of software has often been left invisible. In...
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Flexible Shift Planning in the Service Industry: The Case of Physicians in HospitalsSpringer, 2010
The book presents new ideas to model and solve the flexible shift planning problem of personnel workers in the service industry. First, a new modeling approach is proposed that requires shifts to be generated implicitly rather than employing a predefined set of shift types like three 8-hour or two 12-hour shifts to cover varying forecast demand....
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Chiral Pollutants: Distribution, Toxicity and  Analysis by Chromatography and Capillary  ElectrophoresisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The chiral analysis of environmental pollutants is a fairly recent development and attracts scientists needing to investigate the toxicity of enantiomers. For example, approximately 250f agrochemicals are chiral in nature, including pesticides that are applied as their racemates in agricultural and forestry activities. To predict the exact...
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Game Design Theory: A New Philosophy for Understanding GamesCRC Press, 2012

	Despite the proliferation of video games in the twenty-first century, the theory of game design is largely underdeveloped, leaving designers on their own to understand what games really are. Helping you produce better games, Game Design Theory: A New Philosophy for Understanding Games presents a bold new path for...
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